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There has been much recent interest and development of methods to accurately measure the current distribution in an operating
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polymer electrolyte fuel cell~PEFC!. This paper presents results from a novel technique that uses a segmented flow field with
standard, nonaltered membrane electrode assemblies and gas diffusion layers. Multiple current measurements are taken simulta-
neously with a multichannel potentiostat, providing high-resolution temporal and spatial distribution data. Current distribution data
are shown that display the distributed effects of cathode stoichiometry variation and transient flooding on local current density. It
is shown that the time scale for liquid accumulation in gas diffusion layer pores is much greater than that of any electrochemical
or gas-phase species transport process. In order to facilitate state-of-the-art PEFC model validation, an idealized single-pass
serpentine flow field was used, and the exact geometry is presented.
© 2003 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1584440# All rights reserved.
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rogen polymer electrolyte fuel cell~PEFC! has tremen-
se as a future power system due to its low pollution, high
nd stealth. Many studies, too numerous to completely
amined various aspects of PEFC performance as a func-

rating conditions.1-10 Gottesfeld wrote an excellent re-
C components and operation, and the reader is referred

itional information on PEFC fundamentals.11 In addition
ental characterization, much research has focused on
es-based modeling of the PEFC.12-23 However, ad-
odeling have thus far outpaced the ability to experimen-

the predicted performance. In particular, scant experi-
are presently available regarding current density and

tributions. As indicated by Wang,24 it is this type of de-
tion that will permit an ultimate understanding of the

mical phenomena in PEFCs as well as development of
ided tools for design and development.
ation of the current distribution is critical to understand-

enomena including water management, CO poisoning,
nt distribution effects. Weiseret al. described a novel
tilizing a magnetic loop array embedded in the current
te to measure two-dimensional current distribution of a
EFC.25 The authors showed that cell compression can
ffect local current density. Stumperet al. demonstrated
ds for the determination of current density distribution

en PEFC.26 First, the partial membrane electrode assem-
echnique involves either masking different areas or par-
zing segments of the MEA to determine local current
avior. Second, the subcell technique involves electrically
ividual locations of catalyzed anode and opposing cath-
e main cell in order to measure the performance of the
tion. In the passive current mapping technique, an array
istors are located normal to an unmodified MEA surface,
e flowfield and a buss plate. Voltage sensors passively
he potential drop across each resistor and, through Ohm’s
distribution through the flow plate is determined. Cleg-
plemented a printed circuit board approach for current

asurements using a segmented current collector, anode
d anode gas diffusion layer.27

ch of the described methods for determination of current
has advantages, it is desirable to utilize a nonsegmented
er to preserve true fuel cell operation characteristics and
y individualized specialty membranes. MEA segmenta-

tion is also undesirable because it does not simulate performance in
a true fuel cell environment. In addition, predictive models are typi-
cally developed for a nonsegmented MEA.

In addition to use of conventional MEAs and good spatial reso-
lution, the ability to determine transient effects from sudden changes
in operating conditions is desired. The nonsegmented passive cur-
rent mapping technique approach of Stumperet al.26 allows tran-
sient measurement and has good spatial resolution but requires an
array of embedded and highly precise shunt resistors. The magnetic
loop method of Weiseret al. also allows transient measurements
with unaltered MEAs and flowfields, but is more difficult to imple-
ment than the other methods, and cannot be applied to stacks.25

Recently, Mench and Wang have demonstrated an improved tech-
nique for accurate current distribution measurements on direct
methanol fuel cells that is applied to hydrogen PEFCs in this work.28

Independently, Noponenet al. developed and demonstrated a simi-
lar technique.29

Experimental

Instrumented cell design.—In order to construct an electrically
segregated flowfield, forty eight, 0.81 mm thick stainless steel cur-
rent collecting ribs were gold-plated and embedded into an insulat-
ing polycarbonate slab with 0.89 mm wide gaps, as described by
Finckh.30 The ribs were arranged to produce a single-pass serpentine
flowfield. Each rib was affixed to a gold-plated wire that extended
through the polycarbonate for current collection. Figure 1 is a sche-
matic diagram detailing the relevant dimensions of the fuel cell flow
field. The diameter of the current-conducting wires that interface the
gold-plated ribs with the data acquisition source was 0.81 mm. The
dimension of the flow channel was chosen to be 2.16 mm wide, 3.18
mm deep, and had an average pass length of approximately 71 mm.
With a total of 22 serpentine passes, the total path length was 1577
mm.

Teflon gaskets were press fit over the protruding gold-plated rib
landings to form a flush surface with the polycarbonate slab. Two
additional sealing gaskets were used to compensate for gas diffusion
layer ~GDL! thickness. Gold plating, and use of an optimized com-
pression torque for the cell of 35 in-lbs, minimized electrical contact
resistance between rib landings and the GDL. Pressure-indicating
film ~Pressurex by Sensor Products, Inc.! was used to determine the
in situ pressure distribution of the landings onto the MEA as a func-
tion of compression torque. The assembly was checked to ensure a
homogeneous pressure distribution from all landings onto the GDL,
thus ensuring an even contact resistance distribution between the
gold-plated landings and GDL. The area-specific contact resistance
of this cell was found to be 41.7 mV cm2 using both four and two
probe techniques, similarly to that described by Mench and Wang.28
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uel cell assembly was leak proof tested to 0.3 MPa under

atic of the test and control system is shown in Fig. 2.
rity~.99.999%! hydrogen and standard compressed air

ed from gas cylinders. A steam-injection humidifier sys-
ch, Inc.! was used to provide desired humidification to
cathode flows through control of the precise amount of
r added to the gas streams. Between humidifier and fuel

hematic diagram of the 50 cm2 instrumented test cell showing
nsions.
heating tapes were used to eliminate any condensation.
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Sch
with GDL segmentation, one will not measure current
he catalyst layer only. With either a segmented or non-
approach, one measures the current density as a result of
nce distribution in the electrolyte, as well as the catalyst
pproach used measures the current coming out of a fuel
s in a real stack. Cross talk between two channels is
s happens in a real fuel cell situation, but it is limited by
large in-plane resistance of the GDL/catalyst layer par-
compared to the very low through-plane GDL resis-

ematic of the experimental test stand and control system.
tream of the inlet to the fuel cell, a gas sampling port
d to directly measure the input humidity to the fuel cell
nt 3000 MicroGC with PlotU column. This provided

easurement and control of the humidification entering the

cell system, including all lines leading to the fuel cell,
to the desired temperature, which was maintained with

ega Engineering, Inc., model 8500 PID controllers. The
ut lines maintained a steady temperature after suitable
inate thermal transients. This start-up time was deter-
about 90 min by system validation tests using thermo-

xed to the GDL under nonflowing conditions.
ol and measure accurate current/voltage polarization
fuel cell was connected to a multichannel potentiostat/
Arbin Instruments!. The active current density mapping
d in this paper is fundamentally similar and is essentially

ion of the passive current density mapping technique of
al.26 However, an electrically segmented flowfield/
ector replaces the separate array of shunt resistors nor-

EA. The segmented flowfield is in direct contact with
d GDL on the anode and cathode. This technique elimi-

hallenge to reduce current spreading due to high in-plane
of the flowfield plates. Instead, a gold-plated, electri-

nted current collector is used and repeatable current den-
n be obtained. In this active current density mapping

the potentiostat system maintains a constant voltage and
sensors measure amperage emerging from each seg-

rent collector location, without the need for shunt resis-

ortant to note that this technique measures the current
ribution of an operating cell as it flows from the GDL
rent collection plate, not as it emerges from the catalyst
ugh current spreading through the GDL occurs, this is
real operating system. Artificially segmenting the MEA
current distribution reaching the current collectors and
inappropriate for these measurements or model valida-
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Figure 2.
on of active area segments.—To calculate the current
set of current collecting landings, the active areas di-

r the landings and half the adjacent gas channels were
reported measurement location along the cathode flow
center of this total area in the flow path. Area under
ction landings is counted toward current density calcu-
important to note that the data are represented as current
discrete distance along the flowpath, when it actually is
ver a distributed region. In order to represent this area as
cation, the relative lengths have been weighted in order

cent channels into account and more accurately represent
cation of current collection. This discretization gave very
esults.
brane electrode assemblies~MEAs! used consisted of
as the polymeric membrane sandwiched between the
ELAT carbon cloth diffusion layers. All MEAs used had

oading of 0.5 mg Pt/cm2 on both anode and cathode.
ral operating conditions are given in Table I.
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Table I. Baseline operating conditions.

Parameter Value Units

Electrolyte Nafion 112 NA
GDL ELAT ~De Nora North

America! anode and
cathode

NA

Catalyst loading
~carbon supported!

0.5 mg/cm2
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Results and Discussion

neous distribution.—It is expected that at relatively high
ates with full humidification and low pressures, a nearly
tribution of current would result. An experiment was
o observe this condition. The distributed polarization
is experiment is shown in Fig. 3. There is some indica-
oding, as can be seen from the characteristic
aped26,28 local polarization curve for the channels clos-
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inlet temperature 80 °C
d cathode 0.1-0.2 MPa

midification 100% at 90°C NA
humidification 100% at 80°C NA
s Ultrahigh-purity H2

~.99.999%!
NA

gas Commercial air
~79% N2 , 21% O2)

NA
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ct of cathode stoichiometry.—In PEFCs, the performance
y sensitive to cathode stoichiometry due to relatively
ygen reduction kinetics and mass transport. In order to
effects of stoichiometry from accumulated flooding, a
polarization curve was taken to prevent sufficient time
to occur and affect measured performance. For the rapid
plied voltage was varied at a rate of 5-10 mV/s in incre-
mV. This provided very reproducible data with gener-

rformancevs. fractional location along the cathode path for a
ed, high flow rate condition. Cell temperature 80°C; anode

100% RH at the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100%
e of 80°C;ja 5 0.7 A/cm2 equiv; jc 5 1.75 A/cm2 equiv; and
athode exit pressure 1 atm.
erformance than steady-state values, in which 30 min to
th, atx/L 5 0.891 and 0.964~corresponding to 89 and
the length of the single serpentine cathode path!, roll
mma shapes at low cell voltage, while the overall bulk
increases. The current densityvs. fractional location

athode flow path at several cell voltages is given in Fig.
. 4, a nearly homogeneous current distribution can be
t at very low cell voltage~0.4 V! corresponding to high

put and near depletion of hydrogen in the anode. The
ped curve, observed in other studies,26,28 is a result of

port limitations and can indicate local flooding or reactant
s discussed in the following sections.
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wheredGD
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or flooding accumulation to reach steady state.
id-scan technique is designed to separate, as much as
e two-phase flooding effects from the gas-phase mass-
d electrochemical effects. Since the time required for

e degradation due to liquid accumulation is relatively
order of minutes, shown later in this paper! compared

e transport time constants~on the order of 0.1-1 s! and
hemical capacitance time constant, this technique leaves
r flooding accumulation to occur. The gas-phase time

r mass distribution adjustment in the GDL can be esti-

tgas phase5
dGDL

2

Dgas
eff > O~0.1 2 1 s! @1#

s the GDL thickness andDgas
eff is the effective diffusivity

ified for the porous nature of the GDL. Use of typical
orosity GDL thickness and diffusivity along with a
correlation for effective diffusivity leads to the predicted

The rapid-scan technique is like a bandpass filter, in that
ompletely eliminate unwanted two-phase effects from
ut they are greatly reduced. The results of the rapid scan
e appropriate for model validation in the absence of two-
ts.
node stoichiometry of 1.875 A/cm2 equiv ~i.e., stoichi-
ld be 1.0 ati 5 1.875 A/cm2) was used for this series of
t no appreciable mass-transport limitation on the anode
humidification was full at 90 and 80°C on the anode and
spectively. Cell temperature was maintained at 80°C and
ssure was maintained at 1.5 atm. Cathode stoichiometry
from 1.125 to 2.25 A/cm2 equiv. It is important to note

rate is constant for each test run. That is, the flow rate
ied as a function of current density.
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ode stoichiometry of 1.125 A/cm2 equiv.—Figures 5 and
of the distributed polarization curves and current density
l location along the cathode flow path for the case of

e stoichiometry. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that severe
port limitations exist at low cell voltage. The comma-
ves resemble the characteristic shape of flooded distribu-
ench and Wang.28 As discussed, the polarization curves

with a high enough voltage scan rate to avoid significant

high curr
homogen
dant sup

As dis
scan tech
and a pe
taken allo

tributed rapid-scan polarization curve for low cathode stoichi-
25 A/cm2 equiv showing mass-transport-limited performance.

ture 80°C; anode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of 90°C;
t humidity 100% RH at the rate of 80°C;ja 5 1.875 A/cm2

node and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.

Figure 7.
ichiometry
mance. C
of 90°C;
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umulation. Therefore, the performance limitation can beshow the st
Fig
cr
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t densities. For low values of current density, a nearly
us distribution is observed, corresponding to the abun-
of oxygen for these low-power conditions.

ssed, the data in Fig. 5 and 6 were taken with a rapid-
que. Figures 7 and 8 are a distributed polarization curve
rmance variationvs. location plot, deduced from data

ing adequate time for steady state. That is, these figures
eady-state values for the performance at identical condi-

tributed steady-state polarization curve for low cathode sto-
f 1.125 A/cm2 equiv, showing mass-transport-limited perfor-
temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate
thode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of 80°C;
/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.
. 5, except about an hour elapsed between each cell
mass-transport losses at the cathode, and the comma-
ve is a characteristic feature of a fuel cell operating in a
g condition, whether from flooding or low stoichiom-
istribution of performance along the cathode channel
g. 6 is in agreement with this conclusion, as performance

onotonically with distance along the cathode channel for

tions of
voltage in
curves al
ing result
age corre
ter produ
ement below 0.6 V. It can be seen that the steady-state
uffer reduced performance compared to the correspond-
aken with the rapid scan, especially for lower cell volt-
onding to larger current density~and hence cathodic wa-

on!. This reduced performance is attributable to the pore
pid-scan performancevs. fractional location for low cathode
of 1.125 A/cm2 equiv, showing mass-transport-limited perfor-

h current density. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity
the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of
.875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure

Figure 8.
stoichiome
mance at
100% RH
80°C; ja 5
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ady-state performancevs. fractional location for low cathode
of 1.125 A/cm2 equiv, showing mass-transport-limited perfor-

h current density. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity
the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of
.875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure
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ffect of liquid accumulation in the GDL resulting from
oding at high current densities.

d cathode stoichiometry of 1.50 A/cm2 equiv.—As the
ichiometry and flow rate of air is increased, it is expected
ere performance limitations observed in Fig. 5 would be
iminished. This is observed, as can be seen in Fig. 9-12,
olarization and current density distribution plots for a

2

channel.
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13 and 1

pid-scan distributed polarization curve at a cathode stoichiom-
/cm2 equiv, showing reduced mass-transport-limited perfor-
temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate
thode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of 80°C;
/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.

Figure 11.
ometry of
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e point at which the distributed polarization curve rolls
ass-limited comma shape has been pushed from;40%
to;60% downstream. Once again, the steady-state

uffer reduced performance compared to the correspond-
taken with the rapid scan, especially at lower cell volt-
ponding to larger mean current density.

d cathode stoichiometry of 1.875 A/cm2 equiv.—Figures
re a rapid-scan distributed polarization plot and a current
cation plot for a cathode stoichiometry of 1.875 A/cm2

condition is expected to exhibit decreased mass-transport
the cathode compared to lower cathode stoichiometry.

3 it is seen that the distributed polarization curves are
her, indicating a more homogeneous overall distribution
o lower stoichiometry conditions. Also, the bulk fuel cell
e is increased, and the location and severity of the de-

istributed steady-state polarization curve at a cathode stoichi-
5 A/cm2 equiv, showing mass-transport-limited performance.
ture 80°C, anode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of 90°C;
t humidity 100% RH at the rate of 80°C;ja 5 1.875 A/cm2

ode and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.
o the case of 1.125 A/cm2 equiv cathode stoichiometry,
ass-transport limitations still exist at high current den-

mparison of Fig. 5 to Fig. 9, the bulk fuel cell perfor-
creased and the location and severity of the decrease in
been pushed further downstream in the cathode flow

equiv. Th
limitation
From Fig
closer tog
compare
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apid-scan performancevs. fractional location at a cathode sto-
1.5 A/cm2 equiv, showing mass-transport-limited performance
nt density. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity 100%
e of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of 80°C;
/cm2 equiv; anode and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.

Figure 12.
ichiometry
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eady-state performancevs. fractional location at a cathode sto-
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utput due to mass transport has been pushed farther
in the cathode flow channel. The location at which the

polarization curve rolls over into a comma shape has
d from;60% for thejc 5 1.5 case to;80% down-

this case. It is seen, then, that even at this high cathode
ry there is still some portion of the fuel cell that is not
to full potential due to cathode reactant deficiency.

seen from Fig. 12 and 14 that the inlet portion of the

as imperf
not a per
error that

Increa
15 and 1

istributed rapid-scan polarization curve for a cathode stoichi-
75 A/cm2 equiv. Cell temperature 80°C, anode inlet humidity

the rate of 90°C, cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of
875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure 1.5 atm.

Figure 15.
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t catalyst layer spread on the MEA~e.g., catalyst layer is
ct square!, nonisothermal effects, or other experimental
ay cause this slight deviation.

d cathode stoichiometry of 2.25 A/cm2 equiv.—Figures
show a rapid-scan distributed polarization curve and a
sityvs.location curve for a cathode stoichiometry of 2.25

istributed rapid-scan polarization curve for a cathode stoichi-
5 A/cm2 equiv. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity

the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of
.875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure
. From Fig. 15 it is seen that the distributed polarization
much closer together, indicating a more homogeneous
ibution compared to lower stoichiometry cases. There
sity. The difference in active area is accounted for in the
for edge location current densities. This phenomenon
ibuted to some anode-side membrane drying at the inlet
lectro-osmotic drag~this would be lessened downstream
lation of water on the cathode and enhanced back-
nd does appear to be a function of the current density

and 14!. However, there are perhaps other effects, such

curves a
overall d
does not
severe p
rent dens
A/cm2 e
pear to be any location within the cathode that suffers
ormance loss due to oxidizer mass limitation at any cur-
tested. Each increase in cathode stoichiometry of 0.375

iv pushed the location of performance rollover
apid-scan performancevs. fractional location for a cathode sto-
1.875 A/cm2 equiv. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humid-
at the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate

1.875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure

Figure 16.
ichiometry
100% RH
80°C; ja 5
1.5 atm.
pid-scan performancevs. fractional location for a cathode sto-
2.25 A/cm2 equiv. Cell temperature 80°C; anode inlet humidity
the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100% RH at the rate of
.875 A/cm2 equiv; and anode and cathode exit pressure
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20%, beginning with a rollover location of;40% at
This is not a universal result and is a function of cell
total performance at a given voltage.

on on flooding and definition of steady state.—It is ap-
discuss the definition of steady state used. This is be-

vast majority of PEFC publications, the definition is am-
e majority of published work reports polarization data
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5 V. Slow flooding accumulation is seen to degrade performance
20 min. Transient performance cell temperature 80°C; anode

100% RH at the rate of 90°C; cathode inlet humidity 100%
e of 80°C;ja 5 1.5 A/cm2 equiv,jc 5 2.5 A/cm2 equiv, anode
exit pressure 2 atm.
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to flooding.
en observed that, depending on the initial state, there can
steady states, depending on the history of operation.
ult of the relatively long time scales of GDL pore filling
ry compared to electrochemical and gas-transport pro-
an example, once the flooding condition has been allowed
mulate and reach steady state, a sudden decrease in cell
s not induce much change in output. However, the same
turbation occurring from a nonflooded initial condition
harp initial change, followed by a gradual flooding pro-
rly the same final ‘‘fully flooded’’ state. Therefore, tran-
ng data are highly dependent on initial conditions. A
atment of these transient flooding effects is beyond the

is paper.

Conclusions

current mapping technique based on segmented flow
multichannel potentiostat was successfully implemented
PEFCs. Along with other diagnostic techniques such as
bution mapping,32 this current mapping technique pro-
portant tool to understand water management and reac-
tion in PEFCs. While simple to implement and conve-
asure, this technique has been demonstrated to provide
temporal current distribution data with high resolution.

:
mark current and species distribution data have been
ing a specially designed single-pass serpentine fuel cell.
are particularly valuable for computational fuel cell dy-
D! model validation.

were presented that systematically show the effect of
w rate. The location within the cathode flow channel of
d performance was shown to be a function of cathode
ry.

e scale of cathode flooding was shown to be quite slow
ther transport and electrochemical phenomena. Transient
sity results demonstrate a slow flooding process that does
steady state for several minutes of operation. Recovery is
w.
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